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Abs t rac t 

A method for assigning Monte-Carlo calculated quantities to nonuniform grids is pre
sented. Assignment is done in a computationally efficient way by convolution allowing both 
even and odd weighting functions. The problem of data normalization and differentiation of 
data with statistical origin is analyzed. The method is applied to study nonlocal transport 
effects in submicron semiconductor structures. 

1 Introduction 

M o n t e - C a r l o (MC) simulation of semiconductor devices is based upon the Particle-Mesh method. 
S ta t i s t i ca l quantities are assigned to a grid on which discretized differential equations are to 
b e solved subsequently. In its original formulation the Particle-Mesh method consists of four 
s t e p s [1]: 

( 1 ) assign charge to the grid 
( 2 ) solve the equation for electrostatic potential on the grid 
( 3 ) calculate force field at the grid points 
( 4 ) interpolate the forces at the particle positions 

L o w order charge assignment methods such as Nearest-Grid-Point scheme (NGP) and Cloud-
in -Ce l l scheme (CIC) are widely used [1][2]. These schemes employ piecewise constant and 
piecewise linear assignment functions. One major drawback of using higher order assignment 
funct ions would be the drastically increased interpolation effort. 

We present a method which separates the recording of da ta during MC-runtirne, and their 
ass ignment to a nonuniform grid. Assignment by convolution is done only once after the MC-
s imula t ion . Thus the complexity of the weighting function has negligible influence on the total 
c o m p u t a t i o n time. Choosing odd weighting functions this method further provides a means for 
consis tent differentiation of the MC-quantities. The assignment of both the quantity and its 
der iva t ive to the nonuniform grid is fully independent of the grid spacing. 

2 Method 

I n t he cloud shape interpretation of charge assignment the charge of a particle is considered 
t o b e spatially distributed according to a cloud shape function. This shape depends on the 
ass ignment scheme. The area of overlap of the cloud with a certain grid cell determines the 
a m o u n t of charge assigned to this cell. Since the areas of overlap with the surrounding grid 
ce l l s have to be evaluated for each particle and since the number of particles is very large, 
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the complexity of the function describing the cloud shape has much impact on the required 
computation t ime. 

It should be noted that in the stationary case the motion of just one particle needs to be 
calculated. Since we now have an ensemble of scattering events instead of an ensemble of real 
particles, each scattering event, as it has a well determined position in x-space, can be imagined 
to carry a cloud and the above described method can be applied. 

In the assignment function interpretation, each grid point carries a replica of the assignment 
function. The value of this function at the position of a particle determines the fraction of 
charge assigned to the grid point. 

This interpretation is the starting point of our method. We introduce an intermediate step 
by firstly assigning the quantities of interest to a very fine grid. The computational cheapest 
NGP assignment scheme is sufficient. In this way during the MC-simulation the MC raw-data 
is recorded. This fine grid is fully independent of the nonuniform grid. The raw data is assumed 
to be represented by a step-shaped function R(x) which is constant inside the intervals of the 
very fine grid. Assignment of a quantity to a certain point x inside the simulation domain is 
done by convolution of the raw data function R(x) with an assignment function W(x). W(x) 
is different from zero just in the interval [-H/2, i f /2 ] , where H is the filter width. 

x+H/2 

Q(x)= f R(x') W{x'- x) dx' (1) 

x-H/2 

This convolution integral has to be evaluated at the discrete points of the nonuniform grid only 
once after the MC-simulation. The number of gridpoints is several orders of magnitude lower 
than the number of particles. Therefore evaluating (1) at the gridpoints is much less expensive 
than letting each particle carry its own cloud shape. Two dimensional weighting functions are 
built up by the product of two one-dimensional ones. 

The derivative of the quantity Q(x) is obtained by convolving the raw data function with 
the negative derivative of the weighting function, as easily can be seen by differentiating (1) 
with respect to x. 

In our implementation we have taken a cosine filter with the weighting function 

*(.)= I (l+ «.(£)). 
In principle any even function which has a maximum at x — 0 and which vanishes outside the 
interval [—H/2,H/2] would be useful. For differentiation we consequently have to use a sine 
filter. In general the weighting function for differentiation has to be an odd function. 

3 Normalization and Differentiation 

The MC raw-data recorded on the fine grid is in its nature a density. In order to obtain 
a quantity per particle (energy, velocity), this density has to be normalized by the particle 
density. In that context it is important first to assign both the density under consideration and 
the particle density to the nonuniform grid and then to perform normalization. Ordering the 
two operations in this way maintains the statistical significance of the different grid cells, as 
they are populated differently. In the alternative method — first normalizing the raw-data and 
then doing assignment — the contents of the grid cells of the fine grid would be weighted by 
the assignment function independently of the particle number contained by each cell. 
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Figure 1: Electron mobility and thermal voltage for three different 
values of the filter width. A field step at x = 0.1 fim with El — 
1Q3V/cm, El = 105V/cm is assumed. 

In the following CF{} and SF{} denote application of cosine filter and sine filter respectively. 
T h e n normalization can be written as 

Q(*) = 
CF{R} 
CF{n}" (2) 

F o r derivation of a normalized quantity one has to differentiate (2). Inserting the convolution 
integral (1) yields: 

dQ d CF{R) SF{R} CF{n} - CF{R} SF{n} 
dx dx CF{n} CF{ny 

(3) 

W i t h this method the derivative can be calculated directly from the MC raw-data, independently 
of the spacing of the nonuniform grid. 

4 Discussion 

T h e method presented decouples several tasks. Firstly the design of the nonuniform grid can 
b e done by solely considering the discretization constraints of the partial differential equations. 
T h e grid is allowed to be adapted during the solution process. 

Secondly, the choice of the filter width depends on the required accuracy of the MC-
simulation. The smaller the filter width, the more accurate is the MC-simulation and hence the 
m o r e particles have to be used. In some cases less accuracy may be sufficient. Then the amount 
of particles can be reduced and in turn a larger filter width has to be chosen. 

Thirdly the spacing of the fine grid can be chosen freely in a wide range. A lower limit for 
t h e grid spacing is not implied by the method. However consumption of memory would prevent 
t o o fine grids. The upper limit is related to the filter width, since the weighting function should 
cover a sufficient large number of grid cells. A minimum number of ten seems useful. 
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Figure 2: The energy gradient field is more sensitive with respect to 
the filter width. Although the peak value changes by more than a 
factor of two, the integral over the different curves is conserved. 

5 Examples 

To study the transport process in submicron structures we have calculated the following quan
tities: 

UT = g"1 < hkxvx > 

_dUT 

Eea-~dx-

{ft)c=<T™hk> 

Here UT denotes the thermal voltage, Eeg the energy gradient field and ( ^ ) c the momentum 
loss rate. Furthermore vj is the electron drift velocity and fi the mobility. The role of the energy 
gradient field is discussed in [3]. The quantities (n(x), UT(Z), Eeg(x)) are parameters in a general 
current relation including nonlocal effects which reads for electrons 

Ur dn. 

In a first example we have simulated a 0.2/um structure, assuming a field step at x = 0.1/j.m 
(El = lkV/cm, E2 = lOOkV/cm) . The MC-simulator is based on the physical model of Si 
mainly as it is described in [4]. 

Fig. 1 depicts the nonlocal mobility which is the ratio of drift velocity and momentum loss 
rate and the thermal voltage for different filter widths. A filter width in the range of 20nm 
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Figure 3: Thermal voltage and energy gradient field in an n+-n-n+ 

structure. The nonsymmetric profiles indicate electron heating over 
most of the n~ area and rapid cooling at the n — n+ junction. 

t o 50nm seems to be a good compromise between smoothing the raw data and maintaining 
s teep gradients. The energy gradient field (EGF) calculated by (3) is shown in Fig. 2. The 
field peak approaches values of 80kV/cm and hQW/cm for a filter width of 20nm and 50nm 
respectively. Due to consistency of (2) and (3) the integral over the EGF is simply determined 
b y the difference of the boundary values of UT- As can be seen in Fig. 1, this difference is nearly 
independent of the filter width. Thus the area under the different field peaks is conserved. 

In a second example a n+-n-n+ structure with an n-region of 0.25/j.m has been analyzed. 
T h e n region is doped with a concentration of 2-1015cm~3 and the n + regions with 5-1017cm~3. 

Fig. 3 shows that the electrons in the n-region are heated up to QAeV and are cooled rapidly 
a t the n-n+ junction. This results in a peak energy gradient field of -130kV/cm. Derivation 
w a s done according to (3) with a filter width of 40ram. In Fig. 4 the electric field and the 
momentum loss rate are compared. Due to the built-in potential of the n+ -n junction the 
electrons have to surmount a potential barrier, which has in the present example a value of 
HOmeV. Therefore to simulate this structure a particle split algorithm [5] has to be used. 

6 Conclusion 

A generalized method for the assignment of MC-calculated quantities and their derivatives to 
nonuniform grids has been proposed. The method is suited for problems of arbitrary dimension 
in real space and for abrbitrary grid types. The unique parameter filter width is an indicator 
for the accuracy of the MC-simulation. 
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Figure 4: Magnitude of electric field and momentum loss rate in the 
same structure as in Fig. 3. The lobe in the electric field at about 
0.8^m has opposite sign and forms a retarding barrier for electrons. 
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